Who are we?

The Instituto Nueva Escuela (INE) is an independent non-profit 501c3 committed with Puerto Rico’s social reconstruction and development through Montessori education in the public school system.

Mission

Accompany, train and serve communities in Puerto Rico through public Montessori education to achieve the development of human beings prepared to contribute to the common good.

Vision 2025

Be present in a 100 Puerto Rican school communities that offer public Montessori education of excellence.

Public Montessori Schools

- Follow the Montessori philosophy and methodology based on the science of human development.
- Establish a peace culture of healthy coexistence in the schools.
- Promote collective work and broad participation in school governance.
- Construct optimal environments for the development of children and youth.
- Provide for the development of vocation, order and independence in the students.

What do we do?

- School transformation that pursues the establishment of a peace culture through collective work, shared governance, and healthy coexistence.
- Montessori academic preparation for the personnel that serves the kids from Infants and Toddlers to high school.
- Casa Familiar serves as a support for the families while transforming their “pain” in a plan to achieve happiness and progress.
- Extended hours that provide safe places in the communities to do arts, sports, supervised studies, planting and excursions.
- Science and environment projects through which the students can participate in the reforestation of the island, and the development of astronomy clubs.

Contact Us

#InstitutoNuevaEscuela

/institutonuevascuelapr

787-758-7766

info@inepr.com

www.inepr.org

Ave. Ponce de León #1101
Altos Esq. Paseo de Diego
Rio Piedras, PR 00925

Achievements

- 14,000+
- 45
- 25
- 0

School Dropouts

Violence

Drugs

- 500+ Certified teachers and assistants
- 94% Student attendance
- 96% Teacher attendance